
SD 2013 You Show Us Entry 

 
Clay County Asphalt Leveling Machine 

 
Contact Information: 

 

Rod Polley 
Clay County Highway Supt. 
45969 Timber Road 
Vermillion, SD 57069 
Ph:  1-605-677-7149 
 
Problem Statement: 

 
Most of our roads are blotter surfaced with what Ken Skorseth calls a parabolic 
shape or “haystack” crown.  The middle is relatively flat and the outside of each 
lane has a steep crown.  This is typical of many gravel roads that were surfaced 
with asphalt without changing the surface profile.  Most were constructed in the 
1950s and had hot-mixed asphalt added in the 1970s.  When the public drives these 
roads, they drive in the center of the road, afraid to drive too close to the 
edge.  This creates a great risk for head-on crashes.  We measured cross slope on 
one road and found we had 7.4% crown.  This is typical on many of our asphalt 
surfaced roads. We wanted to get a crown reduced to near 2% for a safe driving 
surface. 
 
Solution: 

 
Dennis, our shop welder and fabricator, came up with the idea of using the same 
concept of a rut box, only designed to be used to put asphalt material onto the outer 
edge of the road and filling any rutting starting to occur in the outer wheel path at 
the same time.  He used old bridge iron and I-beams.  He incorporated propane 
heater guns to keep the material hot.  He also made a place outside of the box to 
mount a three gallon sprayer filled with diesel fuel or a release agent, so the 
operators could occasionally spray the box to keep the material from sticking to 
it.  Hot-mixed asphalt is hauled in trucks with specially designed chutes which 
allow the asphalt to be dumped into the leveling box.  The material is funneled into 
the spreader box and is placed onto the road in a six foot wide patch.  The shoulder 



is usually three to four inches in depth and tapers toward the center of the road to a 
thickness only as thick as the top-size aggregate.  The piece of equipment is 
designed to travel against the traffic so the truck drivers can see the shoulder and 
steer their trucks accordingly.  The tires of the front end loader compact the 
material on the edge as it passes over the asphalt.  After we fully compact the 
material with a rubber tired roller, we like to finish with a small, steel vibratory 
drum roller to pinch the inner edge close to zero.  We have achieved 2.5% to 3% 
crown and have not had any problem with drainage.  I ride a motor cycle and have 
found I don’t have to worry about the edge near the center of the lane. 
 
Labor, Equipment and Materials Used: 

 

Material:                                                              $   755.00 
 
Labor:                                                                  $1,600.00  
 
Total Cost:                                                           $2,355.00 
 
 
Savings and Benefits to Agency – Monetary and Safety:  Our roads have 
sufficient base but as described above, they have severe parabolic crown and the 
public didn’t feel safe.  Roadway crown at 7% is excessive on any asphalt surface 
and creates liability risk, especially in the winter when ice covers the roads.  This is 
a very economical way to correct the problem.  Other options would be full-depth 
recycling or milling and placing new pavement on the entire road surface which 
could cost up to $200,000 per mile.   We also tried to do this with a motorgrader 
and it didn’t work well.   With the leveling box, we completed one four-mile 
project this year which cost $100,000 and another at only $48,000 (also four miles, 
but with less crown correction).  The savings to Clay County is significant!  In the 
future, prior to any chip sealing or overlays, we will make every effort to correct  
the shape of our asphalt surfaced roads using this method.  I feel this has made the 
roads significantly safer for the traveling public.  We have had unusual positive 
public comment from local residents, especially truck drivers who really noticed 
and appreciated the crown correction.   
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Preparing to use the asphalt leveling device after tack oil is applied: 
 

 
 
Preparing to dump hot-mixed asphalt into the machine: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The chute in the truck bed which funnels the mix into the leveling machine: 
 

 
 

The reshaped surface after hot-mix is applied through the leveling device: 
 

 
 
 
 



Compaction done immediately behind leveling: 
 

 
 

Roller tracks provide evidence of greater thickness being applied at outer edge to reduce crown: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Close-up view of the finished edge of the reshaped surface: 
 

 
 

Finished surface.  Dramatic improvement in the geometry of the surface – now near 2% crown 
reduced from just over 7% crown prior to improvement.  Seal coat will follow.   

 

 


